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The PREFER (Polarization REsearch for F usion
Experiments and Reactors) - collaboration:
purposes and present status

The possibility to exploit spin physics in fusion science opens new impressive panorama and
challenging fields to be explored. In addition to the fundamental interesting topics the PREFER
collaboration is trying with synergistic efforts to make the well known behavior of spin–dependent
nuclear reactions available for feasibility studies and experimental tests for fusion programs. In
this contribution the main challenges of the different collaborating groups will be put in evidence,
and recent developments with the respective references will be provided.
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1. Introduction

PNPI (IKP–FZJ/INFN–Fe): D–D spin dependent cross section studies and measurements.
IKP–FZJ (PNPI/INFN–Fe): Production of polarized fuel from the recombination of polarized
deuterium atoms from an atomic beam source (pABS) and its handling.
BINP (HHUD–ILPP/IKP–FZJ): Hyper–polarized molecules from a polarized Molecular Beam
Source (pMBS).
IESL–FORTH (PGI–FZJ/HHUD-ILPP): Production of polarized beams from laser quantum beat
excitation and post UV photo–fragmentation.
PGI–FZJ (ILPP–HHUD): Laser–induced plasmas: production of polarized ion beams, acceleration and fusion tests.
Before presenting the details of the different fields under investigation, we would like to remind
the state–of–the–art of nuclear fusion with polarized fuel, and the open questions, which stimulate
the aforementioned challenges.

2. Nuclear fusion with polarized fuel
The exploitation of polarized fuel for nuclear fusion a priori can provide very interesting
advantages, but there are also still open questions.
1
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The recent climate and planetary scenario is pushing, at present, the fusion programs and
diffusing worldwide the consciousness that the alternative energy resources, moderating the CO2
concentration in the atmosphere and in ocean, are proved to be not enough for the present human
population, which has still a growing trend, and an increasing request at least of primary energies.
The impelling demand of energy under environmental and safety concerns is leading to increased emphasis on renewable energy sources, which need the support in the future of nuclear
fusion energy production. The fusion program is in the plan, but still not at the proper phase for
energy production, and still with very high efforts and costs.
The idea of using spin–polarized fuel for fusion was proposed long ago [1]. The promising
advantages, which relax the engineering constrains and therefore the costs of fusion reactors and
facilities, were discussed, but some disadvantages have overshadowed the path of the researches.
Exploring the possibilities of fusion with nuclear polarized fuel involves various fields of investigations, technologies, researches and developments. The improvements during the last fifty
years on the manipulation and the operation of polarized nuclear targets, recover the hope of pursuing the challenging task of its use for the social, climate and peaceful project of energy production
from nuclear fusion: deuterium, which is the main element for the most accessible fusion reactions,
can be extracted from water which is worldwide available.
The PREFER collaboration is born for common interests and deals in these challenging topics.
In the following we will report on the status of these efforts, emphasizing in bold the main
groups, or where the research is performed, and in brackets the orbiting groups, which directly
collaborate on the topics. The groups will be indicated by using the acronyms of the affiliations of
the author list. The challenges undertaken by each group can be summarized as follows:
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It is useful to summarize the advantages as follows:
Enhancement of fusion cross–section. The enhancement of fusion cross–sections is theoretically
well understood for spin 1–spin 1/2 interacting particles, e. g. for the deuterium (D)–tritium (T), or
D–3 He, fusion reactions. However the fusion cross–section for spin 1–spin 1 interacting particles
(D–D) it is still not fully understood.
Control of angular distributions of the reaction products. Well known neutron angular distributions allow to concentrate the problem of neutron wall bombardments, radioactivity activation, and
degradation of materials and components, in a limited space of the surrounding of the fusion volume. And concentration of the neutrons can help for further fuel breading via the n+6 Li ! 4 He+t
reaction. In addition a better confinement of charged particles in the plasma will heat it more and
more, then requiring less energy from outside to maintain the fusion reactions.
Possible neutron lean reactors. Dealing with the neutron production from the D–D fusion reaction, in case of aligned spins this reaction would be prohibited in the pure S-wave approximation,
but unfortunately the reaction experiences S–, P–, and D– partial wave scattering and their interference. There is no data available for the constrains of theoretical models for the spin–dependent
cross–sections. These should be obtained from controlled interactions in beam–target fusion experiments.
Anyhow the practical use, also for the well known case of spin 1– spin 1/2 interacting particles,
which is the most accessible reaction for fusion, is still far away mainly due to still open questions
and requirements, which we summarize here as disadvantages in the following:
Intensity (or density), purity and high polarization. The achievable intensities of polarized fuel,
following the technologies implemented for polarized gas targets in nuclear physics in order of
1017 atoms s 1 , are still not in the range of the fusion requirements, 1022 atoms s 1 , though the
purity and polarization can reach very high values.
At the contrary, for solid polarized nuclear targets purity and polarization are much lower than
what is required for fusion, but the density in this case is not a problem.
But not only the production is a problem. The manipulation of the polarized fuel for its use in
the fusion environment will require new technological approaches. Considering the improvements
in the recent decades on the technology developed for polarized nuclear target, the engagement on
this challenge could be very fruitful.
Preparation, Manipulation and Transportation. More problems have to be faced for the use of
polarized fuel, its preparation, the transportation, and the proper manipulation for fusion facilities,
or fusion tests.
Survival of the polarization in plasma. Once, the preparation, transportation and manipulation
of polarized fuel is understood, there are still open questions on the survival of the polarization in
the fusion environments.
The framework of the purposes of this researches can be organized according to the reaction
generations with respect to the colliding particle energy, or the temperature of the plasma.
H. Paetz gen. Schieck summarized in various contribution the state–of–the–art of nuclear
fusion with polarized fuel (often called also “Polarized Fusion” in a compact way) and in recent
reviews [2, 3] the advantages and the disadvantages are discussed with suggestions and mandatory
requirements.
The first generation fusion reaction/reactor involves D and T, as the fuel for D + T ! 4 He +
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n reaction. From the point of view of spin it means interacting particles with spin 1 and spin 1/2
respectively. The spin–dependent behavior of the reaction was experimentally proved in 1971 [4],
and the theoretical comprehension of spin–dependent reactions was already in very good shape as
documented in a review in 1972 [5]. If the interacting particles have the vector spins oriented in the
same direction, the cross–section will be enhanced by a factor 1.5. A nice pictorial view of the other
spin configurations and the respective angular distributions of the reaction products is presented in
Ref. [6]. In the case of the D–T, reaction which proceeds via a strong S-wave scattering [3], the
cross–section is strictly given by spin and momentum.

In the case of the pure D–D reaction the description of the mechanism is very complicated,
S–, P– and D–wave scattering and the respective interference have to be considered, which do not
allow a clear prediction on spin–dependent cross–sections in a simple picture. There are various
theoretical models strongly constrained by data, which are not available in a sufficient way, or it is
better to say are totally absent, to address the proper model for spin–dependent nuclear reactions.
The D–D reaction is also present, to a small amount, in the D–T first generation reactors.
Therefore the comprehension of its spin dependence should contribute more to the fusion program
and the design of reactors.
The third generation reaction, D + 3 He ! 4 He + p, from the point of view of spin–dependent
cross–section, is equivalent to D–T. In fact, the experimental proof of the theoretical model was
performed exactly on this reaction [4].
The realization of a “neutron lean” reactor requires the understanding of the D–D spin–dependent
cross–section. If both interacting particles are aligned parallel to the magnetic field, the reaction, in
the S-wave approximation, is prohibited. The neutron production is suppressed in a third generation
reactor.
This problem, known as Quintet Suppression Factor (QSF), the ratio between the cross–section
of vector aligned deuterium interacting particles and the unpolarized cross–section, is a mandatory
measurement, which involves a few–body nuclear reaction also of interest for astrophysics. There
are models which instead predict an enhancement of the reaction by a factor of up to 2.5, and
models which estimate this ratio close to zero, confirming the QSF [7]. The understanding of
the D–D spin–dependent reaction is the basis for the future exploitation of the polarized fuel for
fusion, but on itself it will provide deep insight in still open questions for nuclear reactions, few–
body systems and astrophysical questions [3].
There is one more argument which complicates the panorama on fusion prevision, which is the
electron screening at the low energy of fusion reaction. The electron screening is also contributing
to the enhancement of cross–sections in the energy range of fusion, which then, summed to the
spin–dependent enhancement of the cross–section, could play a dominant role for the chance to
use nuclear fusion for energy production, not only reducing the power required for ignition and
maintenance of the fusion processes, but also, as a consequence, reducing the costs of the design
and the operation of the fusion reactors and facilities.
3
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The second generation reaction involve deuterium and there are two possible branches, D + D !
T + p and D + D ! 3 He + n. Deuterium is mainly the fuel for research facilities, which are equipped
for proper diagnostics and monitoring of the reactions.
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3. The PREFER challenging objectives: study, production and test of polarized fuel
The impelling questions on deuterium and its presence in the first three generations of fusion
reactions, make it the most interesting objective of the following studies and researches:
• The studies and investigations on spin–dependent cross–sections.
• The production of polarized deuterium fuel for feasibility studies and tests of nuclear fusion.

In the following the research fields, under the investigation of the collaboration, will be presented
giving evidence in bold of the leading group, and in brackets the directly collaborating groups.
The D-D spin dependent cross–section studies at PNPI (IKP–FZJ, INFN-Fe).
For the case of D–D spin dependent cross–sections there are still missing data. The first
proposal of studying the double polarized cross–section on D–D reactions dates back to 1969 [8].
In that time due to the so small cross–sections and the low intensity of atomic beams, in the order of
1011 atoms s 1 , there were no sensible evidence on the high number of spin correlation coefficients
involved in order to tune properly the theoretical model with required experimental parameters.
Nowaday polarized atomic beams can reach the intensity of 1017 atoms s 1 , good control on the
spin orientation of the nucleus, and to get high polarization values is possible.
At the PNPI, Gatchina – Russia, an experiment [7] is being commissioned, for double spin
polarized D–D cross–section studies.
The experiment will use a crossed beam scheme, where 1.3 1014 deuterons s 1 are produced
by a polarized ion source with polarization values about Pz = ± 0.8. A polarized deuterium beam
of 4 1016 atoms s 1 with polarization values above Pz = ± 0.8 will collide with the ions orthogonally. The estimated time for collecting sufficient statistics for the opening question of the Quintet
Suppression Factor amounts to roughly three weeks.
The experiment will operate at a luminosity, that was never in hand in experiments on colliding
polarized atomic beams. It allows one to measure the reaction product at any combination of spin
orientation of the projectile and the target.
The ion beam energy can be set in the range of 10 – 100 keV, covering interesting range both
for fusion and for investigation of the electron screening effects at low energy. The measurement
of the angular distributions of the reaction products is fully covered by a 4p–solid angle detector
around the D–D interaction volume with a typical angular resolution of 10–15 degrees.
The detector was made as a cubic structure with the inner surface covered with 576 Hamamatsu
S3590 silicon PIN diodes (51 % coverage of the solid angle). A partial number of PIN diodes were
installed and the measurements of the reaction products were performed using a solid deuterium
target [7].
A Lamb–shift polarimeter is installed and under commissioning for the monitoring of the
polarization of both the polarized ion beam, and the polarized atomic beam [9].
Production of polarized fuel from the pABS at IKP–FZJ (PNPI, INFN-Fe)
One method to produce polarized fuel for the PREFER collaboration is thought the recombination of polarized atoms, produced by a polarized Atomic Beam Source (pABS), in order to obtain
4
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• Manipulation and transportation of the fuel for dedicate studies in proper facilities with ad
hoc diagnostics, in order to test the polarization survival in fusion environments.
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molecules which maintain the nuclear spin orientation (hyper–polarized molecules). Afterwards,
the polarized D2 or HD molecules can be frozen on a cold surface to collect and store enough
fuel for further fusion tests. The experience gained with polarized atomic beam sources for the
production of polarized nuclear targets and their diagnostics in previous experiments like HERMES@DESY [10], and recent ones like ANKE@COSY [11], or PAX@COSY [12], will be exploited.
What was a systematic uncertainty in the atomic polarization of gaseous polarized nuclear
targets, the remaining polarization of the recombined molecules in the target, come out to be a
resource for fusion programs. Atomic hydrogen, or deuterium, are strongly reactive and it is not
possible to bottle them, or freeze them, on a surface. The idea is to recombine the polarized
atoms in molecules, but in a well defined nuclear spin orientation and “keep” them for the use
in fusion studies. The purpose requires a deep investigation on atom–surface interactions, which
allow a complete recombination of the injected atomic beam, and a full preservation of the nuclear
polarization within the molecules.
The apparatus was built at the PNPI and then moved to the FZJ. It allows to use different
materials for the coating of a recombination cells. The cell is immersed in a longitudinal magnetic
field, generated by a superconducting solenoid, which can provide a magnetic holding field higher
than 1 T, to keep them in the prepared quantum state. When these molecules reach a cold surface
below 10 K they might be accumulated as polarized ice to collect sufficient amounts for further
fusion purposes.
Big progress has been done on the diagnosis of the phenomena [13]. As a results it is now
proved that it is possible to produce “hyper–polarized” molecules of H2 , D2 , and HD with a large
nuclear polarization ⇡ 0.8. HD is a perfect training ground for the studies of DT molecules.
The possibility of using frozen magnetic field inside a MgB2 cylinder without any power
supply, open the door to transport the polarized ice for further tests in fusion facilities. The low
temperatures to keep the magnetic field inside the MgB2 cylinder, can be induced by liquid helium,
which will keep the deuterium ice solid at the same time. Therefore, in combination with a helium
reservoir, the transportation of the polarized deuterium would be possible.
To transport the polarized ice from one place to another at very low temperatures and inside
large magnetic fields a new technique is under development at the University of Ferrara, Italy
[16]: a superconducting cylinder of MgB2 is able to “freeze" a magnetic field inside in the Tesla
regime without any connection to a power supply. Until this cylinder is superconducting at low
temperatures even the polarized molecules will stay in the solid phase. The cooling itself can be
done with liquid helium from a transportable reservoir.
Hyper–polarized molecules from pMBS at BINP (HHUD, IKP-FZJ)
The idea of filtering molecules according to the nuclear spin follows the technique of the Stern–
Gerlach separation in an in–homogeneous magnetic field, used in polarized atomic beam sources.
The difference is that the strength of the combined nuclear magnetic moment of a molecule compared to the one of an atom, is in the order of 600 less. Therefore the magnetic field required scales
with the same factor, also having steeper field gradients. The available technology nowaday relies
on superconducting magnets.
The group of Novosibisk implemented the updgrade of an existing superconducting atomic
beam sources for its feasibility studies of spin separation of molecular beams. The geometry of the
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system is pushed in order to exploit the maximum gradient of field, therefore the source consist of
a nozzle in an annular configuration, which allows to injected the molecular beam in proximity of
the magnetic system, consisting of sextupole superconducting magnets of a cylindrical geometry.
The molecules are separated according to their nuclear spin projections. The components focused
fill a standard compression volume [15, 14], a standard way used for the intensity measurements.
Cooling down the annular nozzle to 6.5 K the results confirm the MonteCarlo simulation of an
expected flow in the order of 3 1012 molecules s 1 in the case of H2 hyper–polarized molecules.
The measured maximum intensity of the polarized D2 jet was 5 10 11 molecules s 1 . The
smallness of this value compared to the intensity for H2 (3 10 12 molecules s 1 ) is due to the lower
nuclear magnetic moment of D2 in comparison with that of the H2 molecules. The test on the existing adapted source is promising and allows to perform tests in order to refine the parameter in order
to design a polarized molecular beam source. The length of the deflecting field is almost arbitrary
and should be optimized to get a proper separation of molecules. The use of capillaries instead
of the annular nozzle can be optimized for higher intensity and a more directional beam from the
nozzle. Polarized molecules could be condensed by cryo–surface, technology under development
for the recombined molecules at the IKP-FZJ. It is expected that such a source could provide an
intensity of polarized molecules compared with the intensity of the best atomic beam sources 1017
molecules s 1 . Molecules with the projection of magnetic moment along the beam axis having
the value mI = -1 are focused towards the beam axis, and they could be eventually directed by
turbomolecular pump towards the freezing surface.
Till now the study were performed on the beam intensity, but also for this apparatus it is in
plan the implementation of a Lamb–shift polarimeter [9] in order to verify the polarization of the
focused molecules.
Laser induced plasma: production, acceleration and fusion FZJ/HHUD (IESL–FORTH)
Laser technology can be exploited for polarized ion acceleration, polarization survival and fusion
test. It is a very promising tool which matches properly in the effort of the production of polarized
D2 molecules, meanwhile the involved groups are tuning the tools, theories and devices for the
production, preparation and manipulation of them. The possibility of producing polarized intense
ions has on itself immediate use in accelerator physics with polarized beams.
Nowaday it is possible to have polarized 3 He gas transportable and easily manageable, the
challenge to test the survival of the polarization in picosecond shots of high power lasers on solid
polarized targets of gaseous high intense polarized beams, and get as a result polarized ion accelerated at energies in the order of tens of MeV.
Recently, at the PHELIX ( Petawatt High-Energy Laser for Heavy Ion EXperiments) at GSI in
Germany, laser–induced acceleration out from He supersonic jet beams, bombarded by very high
power laser, has been demonstrated. The analysis of the ion–emission angle and the ion–energy
spectra for all ion species could be extracted. The gas target with a density of about 1019 cm 3 was
operated for 3 He and 4 He in preliminary studies with unpolarized supersonic atomic beams [17].
Tests on polarized 3 He are scheduled for November 2020, which will provide us direct tests of the
survival of the polarization in laser beam ionization and acceleration.
The laser induced plasma technique is also under R&D for the production of polarized protons
from HCl in conjunction with the topics of Quantum beat excitation of spin in binary molecules and
the post UV laser ionization, with a density of about 1019 cm 3 [18] for experiments at Shanghai
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